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NEW FREE OF CHARGE DIGITAL RECEIPTING
SERVICE FROM STAR MICRONICS SENDS COPIES
OF PRINTED RECEIPTS DIRECT TO THE CLOUD
VIA SECURE MICROSOFT AZURE CLUSTER

Best practice in
managed print services

How can retailers control costs
through efficiently managing
their print services?
The most important thing when
selecting a manufacturer to work
with would be the tender process.
High Wycombe,
14 January
2015
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sits down
with Matthew Jones, Head of During that tender process, a
retailer can really analyse their
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and
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managed
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efficiency
receipting service, offering the retailer a low cost and fast
determine any issues manufacturers at once. As part of
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across
our service, we provide an audit
route to providing
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with their
a digitaloperations
copy of the
to be resolved.
which means that pre-sale technical
printed receipt as well as access to analytics, an in-store
Annette Tarlton,
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state of play
support engineers visit stores, work
customerWhat
surveyisand
management
tools.
Marketing Director,
with leased print solutions in the
Star Micronics EMEA, on pilots, and give the retailer an upretail
sector?
Star’s digital
receipting
eliminates the issues typically associated states: “Star has used to-date view of what they’re currently
you’re
leasingspam,
yourtaking
printers
spending on printing – and then
with emailWhether
receipting
including
a high quality
its considerable
andreceipt
receiving
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they
provide
solutions
for saving
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immediate
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solution
that
on a managed
contract, isorthe
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Onchanging
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service you
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perceived
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responds to today’s rapidly
retailprint
environment.
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pay for what
you print,
there is
anonymous
and yet
still receive
a digital copy of the receipt.
Designed to accompany only
the traditional
printed
receipt,
managed and delivered in that way,
noofminimum
spend.
And because
AllReceipts offers retailers
all sizes an
immediate
free
it’s more
a caseprovides
of when,a not
if, for
different
their fleet,
we’ve
already
toldreceipting
the customer
Star’s digital
receipting
secure
driver based
cloudtypes ofofdevice
charge,insecure
and easy
route
to digital
withwhat
leased
printa solutions
in the
retail
doesn’t haveanalysis
any understanding
they’re printing
currently,
they can
solution that
allows
digital copy
of the
receipt tobut
be claimed
and device management
tools, while
providing
Four to five
years ago,
weofwere
what’s really being
used. with
Theya flexiblethen
forecast
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mobile
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choice.ofReceipts
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reliable means
of saving
andnext
going
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to
the
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to
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have
a
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to
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how
much
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can only be claimed once and are then deleted while saved
viewing receipts on their mobile device of choice.”
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managed
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receipts can
subsequently
be viewed
by print
date or bypacked
retailer.with all different types of
solutions,
whereas
now
there’s
a
ink
and
laser
cartridges,
and
have
key, because it’s measurable, it gives
Triggered by a traditional printed receipt, the digital receipt
demand
for
it.
The
retail
market
has
someone
in
charge
of
sending
them
youoncontrol,
and you can hold each
is ideal for retailers of all sizes looking to offer customers
Background Information
Star Micronics
adapted
and
that’s
the
direction
it’s
out
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branches.
We’re
the
experts
location
accountable
quite easily
the flexibility of a digital receipting service at no extra cost.
Founded in 1947, Star Micronics is one of the world’s largest printer
heading
in,
recognising
the
clear
in
what
we
call
‘uniform
disparate
using
the
managed
software.
Retailers may wish to incorporate the AllReceipts API into
manufacturers and has facilities for worldwide production, marketing and
benefits
for leased
or managed
print
–support.
that’s where
you
a loyalty card
scheme
allowing
customers
to retainenvironments’
loyalty
Employing over 2600 staff and achieving turnover in excess of £270
contracts.
have the same overarching system
You mentioned the tender
information / coupons on their mobile device.
million, Star Micronics has developed a POS printer portfolio that spans
in a lot of places, all mirroring each
process and its importance. How
thermal and dot matrix printers and mechanisms, designed for barcode,
What are the benefits to
other. The first thing that does is
do you think a retailer can follow
This service will be available on all models of the hugely
ticketing, receipts and labelling. Star’s proven technology is also being
retailers of having a robust print
take ordering supplies out of the
best practice, and what are the
successful TSP100 futurePRNT™ series from April 2015 and
utilised to develop reader/writer systems for visual/smart and magnetic stripe
management strategy in place?
equation, because it can be done
challenges of doing this?
will then follow through on Star’s other ranges of receipt
cards and to install print mechanisms in multimedia kiosk environments.
Managed print solutions come
administratively via a portal in one
The most switched-on retailers do
The Star Micronics’ range is available internationally via a distribution
printers, most notably the TSP654II series.
with a catalogue of services and
place at head office or automatically.
follow a tender process when they’ve
channel comprising distributors and dealers.
solutions to choose from, not just
From there, the business can also have got a preferred incumbent supplier.
In addition to providing digital receipts, AllReceipts offers
the basics like helping with delivery
a view of anything from the status
It’s best practice to do the due
a number of transaction analysis and device management
For further information, please visit www.Star-EMEA.com or contact:
and installation. You can select the
of the machine, if it’s turned on or
diligence from a cost and compliance
tools. The AllReceipts App invites customers to respond to a
level of service that’s specific to your
plugged in, right through to reading
point of view, and look at different
suite of easily recognisable icons to acknowledge the quality
Annette Tarlton
needs, such as whether you might
if the toner is low or how many pages vendors that are in that market.
Marketing Director
of service received before claiming their latest receipt. All
need a business-critical machine
have been printed in comparison to
I think that some of the risks for
Star Micronics EMEA
responses are sent to the survey dashboard for analysis, thus
fixed straight away, or next-day
other branches. If one branch has
a business in the tender process
allowing retailers to assess how many customers have claimed Tel: +44 (0)1494 471111
support. This means that you can
printed 1,500 sheets in a week, and
would involve not engaging with the
Email: Atarlton@Star-EMEA.com
receipts and their level of satisfaction at the service received.
plan and budget for your hard costs
another has printed 200 sheets in a
manufacturer properly, and simply
With the Device Management Tool, retailers are able to
in terms of purchasing assets, as well
week, what’s the difference and why?
buying on price, then finding out
Claire Smith
monitor real
time status across the installed base of
printers
as your soft costs in terms of person
What are the different processes that
later down the line that the true cost
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and immediately
identify
issues to be addressed
hours used
in theany
process.
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being used inInternational
that store,PRand
can
can sometimes be much more than
Star Micronics EMEA
refreshed error
status notification
onbe
a comprehensive
cloud work
For instance,
there might
a
the business
towards better
price in terms of person hours. It can
Tel: +44 (0)1494 471111
based dashboard.
between
the Device Management
business The
that link
has three
or four
practices in other
stores?
be tempting to buy things cheaper
Tool and Survey tools will further allow retailers to drill down Email: Csmith@Star-EMEA.com
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upfront, and certain players do come
to market trying to win deals by
selling their hardware very cheaply
upfront. But you also need to take
into account the value of a machine
that makes the ink last longer and
has high-duty toners, as well look at
the warranties and extended service
level agreements available.
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